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WASHINGTON, DC 20510-2102

One Bowdoin Square
Tenth Floor
Boston, MA 02114
(617) 565-8519

October 30, 2001

Mr. Dennis K. Rathbun
Director
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Rathbun:

I am forwarding to you a copy of a letter from Christopher
J. Greeley concerning LiveWave.

It is the desire of this office to be responsive to all
inquiries and communications. I respectfully ask for your
assistance in resolving the issues outlined in this
correspondence.

Please forward a copy of your findings to Mark S. Sternman
of my Boston office.

I thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

S. merely,

John F. Ker
United Stated Senator
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THE COMMONWEALTH GROUP

October 29, 2001

The Honorable John F. Kerry
United States Senate
304 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20150

Dear Senator Kerry,

As an original author of the Aviation Security Bill as well as your leadership on a myriad
of issues relating to our country's response to the tragic events of September 11, I wanted
to make you aware of three technology companies, all of whom have developed products
with potential security applications.

All three of the company's products are currently being utilized by both private and
public sector entities both here in the United States and abroad. All three have products
that could be implemented tomorrow.

Imaging Automation's software, "BoarderGuard", has the capability to authenticate ID
documents, including passports, visas, and licenses by detecting specific chemicals or
alterations that are not consistent with genuine issues of these documents. Once
authenticity has been established, the identity can then be cross-checked with optional
watch-list database.

LiveWave enhances the use of surveillance technology by organizing networks of
security cameras that can offer access to many as well as offering remote controlled
capabilities. Utilizing a remote control allows for a surveillance path to be determined or
adjusted from off-site

OuterLiln's technology delivers a customized tracking system, via GPS satellites, that
provides an exact location of a vehicle, helicopter or vessel accurate up to the minute
without the need of contacting a driver, pilot or captain.

Senator Kerry, I arn respectfully requesting your assistance in helping these companies
idcntify and mect with officials from those agencies charged with providing for the safety
and security of our country's air, rail and road transportation systems. Additionally, I
would appreciate locating and meeting with those responsible for other
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public senrice locations such as water supplies or utilities, including nuclear power
stations.

Thanic you in advance for your assistance in this matter.

A

Christopher J. Greeley
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LiveWave Remote Camera Surveillance
and Monitoring Solutions

LiveWave systems are used in numerous applications;including broadcast TV, cable TV,
industrial video,CCTV, surveillance, security, monitoring, telemedicine and distance learning.

LivaWavc 's turn-key solutions enable live broadcast TV or Internet audio and video
distribution,remote camera control and network management over any IP connection,
LAN,WAN or wireless network.

LiveWave 's patent-pending remote control software supports numerous robotic camera
packages,providing fluid pan/dtI zoomreal time streaming audio and video, multi-cam
switching, digital storage, retrieval and analysis -along with advanced integration, installation,
network connectivity, maintenance and support services.

CAMRA CONTROL WITH MGHI-QTJALITY AUDIOIVIDEO
Real time fluid camera control and high-resolution audio/video in multiple formats for
broadcast or broadband distribution over IP or private networks.

SWITCHING
Multi-cam controlswitcbIng and multiplexing.

CCTV NETWORKS
Supports existing CCTV systems or select from numerous top manufacturers.

CAMERA OPTIONSISUPPORT
Wide range of camera options -indoor, outdoor, extreme, military, aerial, underwater, IR or
thermal.

REMOTE LIVE MONITORING AND CONTROL
Centralized or diversified secure camera network monitoring over any type of connection or
device.CPCs,PDAs,LANs,WANsFiber,Satellite and Wireless)

REMOTE STORAGE &RETRIEVAL
Remote or local digital recording,playback and analysis in several standard formats.

ALARMS
Alarm triggers video recording or alert notification from motion sensors, zones, external device
instruments or temperature changes (with thermal imaging camera systems)

ALERTS
Alert notification capabilities for e-mailinstant messagingpagers,phones and PDAs with group
list control.

RELLABLE SCALABLE CUSTONIZABLE AFFORDABLE

NETWORK INSTALLATION CONNECTIVITY SERVICE &SUPPORT
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CC-100 Security +
Remote Camera Surveillance and Monitoring Solutions

LiveWave systems are used in numerous applications; including broadcast TV, cable TV,
industrial video, CCTV, surveillance, security, monitoring, telemedicine and distance learning.

LiveWave's trn-key solutions enable live broadcast TV or Internet audio and video distribution,
remote camera control and network management over any IP connection, LAN, WAN or
wireless network.

LiveWave's patent-pending remote control software supports numerous robotic camera
packages, providing fluid pan/tiltlzoom, real time streaming audio and video, multi-cam
switching, digital storage, retrieval and analysis.

SYSTEM BENEFITS

CAM CONTROL
Real time fluid camera control over IP

. SWITCING
Multi-cam control, switching and multiplexing

• CCTV NETWORKS
Supports existing CCTV systems or select from numerous top manufactures

• CAMERA OPTIONS/SUPPORT
Wide range of camera options - indoor, outdoor, extreme, military, aerial,
underwater, IR or thermal

* REMOTE LIVE MONITORING AND CONTROL
Centralized or diversified secure camera network monitoring over any type of
connection or device (PCs, PDAs, LANs, WANs, Fiber, Satellite, Wireless....)

* REMOTE STORAGE & RETRIEVAL
Remote or local digital recording, playback and analysis in
several standard formats

* ALARMS
Alarm triggers (to record or alert) from motion sensors, zones, external device
instruments or thermal changes (with thernmal imaging camera systems)

. ALERTS
Alert notification capabilities to e-mail, instant messaging, pagers, phones,
PDAs with group list control

• RELIABLE, SCALABLE & CUSTONMIZABLE

LiveWave, Ins. 359 Thames Stemet Suite AB NewpoMt, RI 02840 USA ph 401.848.7678 fix 401.846.7077 htt~P/llvcwavc.tv
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CC-100 Security +
Remote Camera Surveillance and Monitoring Solutions

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

ENCODER/SERVER

• Single and dual CPUs available
* Jp to PIPV 1-1.7 ghz CPU options
• 5122 ram
• Dual 10/100 NIC (optional ATM)
* 1-4 live video channels available (per encoder)
* Up to 32 camera control channels available per system
* Supports 200 simultaneous users (more available using Enterprise server)

ENTERPRISE SLAVE SERVER
• PIII ghz CPU

512MB ram
* Dual 10/100 NIC (optional ATM)
• Supports up to 4000 simultaneous users (per server)
• Supports up to 20 incoming video feeds (per server)

CAMERA SUPPORT
CCTVWInidusirial/roadcast (supporting new or existing networks)

canon, cohu, hitachi, panasonic, pelco, seusormatic, sony, ultrak

FORMATS
• Standard - JPEG, H.263-323, RTP
• Optional - SDI, MPEG 1,2,4, M-JPEG

REMOTE CAMERA CONTROL
Real-time fluid pan/ttzoom/focus and all higher level camera finctionality (availability based
on cera model). These functions can include - white balance, iris, gain, RGB, color temp,
timing, phase, SC....

I 10/100 NIC over IP

a 56K modem for dial-up access (redundant control access)

LIVE VIDEO STREAMINGIDISTREBUTION
* Java applet = JPEG video at up to 320x240, l5fps, 20K-IMbps
• Application software JPEG, 1-.263-323 at up to 320x240 30 fps

MPEG 2 at 720x486, 30fps 2-15Mbps
* MPEG 1 at 640x480, 30fps 1-3 Mbps
• MPEG 4 at up to 320x240, 5fps, 64K-256K

Lfve~vc, Inc. 359 Thwmes Suct Suite AB Newport, RI 02840 USA ph 401.848.767 fa1x 401.846.7077 hrtiIi'vcwave.N
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DIGITAL RECORDING
* Local MPCEG 1 or MPEG 2 recording
* Remote JPEG or MPEG 1/2 recording
* Time stamp, camera alarms and meta data embedded into video
* Continual, time lapse and alarm based recording settings with remote

Administration for format, compression, storage and data over-write
* Standard 100 GIG storage capabilities, multi-terrabytes optional
* Virtually unlimited storage options available

DIGITAL PLAYBACK AND ANALYSIS
X Local or remote playback capabilities
* Real-time file/clip playback and F1P access available
* Complete remote scanning of video -thumbnails" and "hotspots"

CLIENT REMOTE ACCESS SOFTWARE
Web Browser

* Low latency JPEG video & audio streaming
* Fluid variable speed camera control (pan/tiltlzoom/focus/presets)
* Queuing system to enable multiple user access
* Administrator "usurp" abilities and preset settings
* Multi-cam switching across any LiveWave enabled network

Aoplication Software
• Low latency RTP, JPEG, H.263 video & audio streaming

Low latency MPEG I & 2
• Fluid variable speed camera control and admin functions
* Higher level camera fimetion controls (if available)
* Queuing system to enable multiple user access
* Administrator 'usurp" abilities and preset settings
* Admin. user management, compression, frame rates & format settings

Multi-cam switching across any LiveWave enabled network
* Motion alarms and pre-specified movements trigger remote notification and

authorized lists (instant rnessaging/pager)
* Clip retrieval, scanning. analysis and playback based on search requests and

referenced to video file's meta data (date, time, duration, motion alarms, camera
movements...)

HANDELD PCs
* Windows CE devices over LANs, Internet or wireless networks

LivaWave, Inc. 359 Thnecs Strm Suite AS Newport, R[ 02840 USA ph 401.843.7678 fax 401.846.7017 ht://iLvcwvev
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* JPEG video viewing (160x.120 at up to lOfps)
* Preset control of cameras and multi-cam switching

LivoWave. Ine 359 Themes S t Suite AB Newporl, RT 02840 USA ph 401.848.7678 fox 401.146.7077 htwD:Iivewavctv


